Privacy policy
1. General information
One of our top priorities is the protection of personal data. We do everything in our power to provide all users browsing our
web pages and using our service with a sense of security. Our employees are obliged to obey all standards of protection
concerning the processed personal data.
This privacy policy covers all private information and personal data collected by the web pages and provides information on
how, in what scope, and for what purpose we collect, process, and use personal data. It also covers the rights of the
subjects of said data.
The concept of personal data is defined in the EU general data protection regulation (GDPR), according to which personal
data is all information pertaining to identified or identifiable natural persons, including but not limited to the first and last
name, telephone number, and e-mail address.
2. Personal data collecting, processing, and use
The controller of the personal data is OKECHAMP S.A.
OKECHAMP S.A. collects, processes, and uses personal data exclusively in scope permitted by the provisions of GDPR or
other effective legal provisions or under the express consent of the subject of said data. Our website does not require
personal data and any personal data (such as the first and last name, telephone number, and e-mail address) collected on
our web pages is done on a strictly voluntary basis.
3. Cookies
Our website uses cookies. Cookies are text files uploaded to and saved on the hard drive of the user’s computer during a
visit to a given website. Whenever the user brings up the appropriate server of our website, the web browser installed on
the user’s computer returns the previously received cookie to the server. The server can then process the information
obtained through this process in various ways. For example, cookies customise displayed advertisements or help navigate
the website. The website user can turn off cookies by changing the settings of the user’s browser, i.e. the software used to
open and display websites installed on the user’s device (e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, or Safari).
4. Sharing data with third parties
The user’s personal data is not shared with any third parties without the user’s express consent.
5. Data storage
We store personal data only for the time required by the law or the time required to process the user’s inquiry. Upon
expiration of the aforementioned, the data is blocked or deleted.
6. Information, rectification, and objection
All users have the right to information about the personal data we collect, the right to rectify said data, and the right to
delete it. Furthermore, users can withdraw their consent to future data processing or request that the data be moved to a
different service provider. In order to do so, the user must e-mail the appropriate request to iod@okechamp.pl.
The user also has the right to file a complaint to the supervisory data protection authority.
7. Advertising
We strictly prohibit third party use of the contact data published in scope of the required impressum for purposes of
distributing advertisements and informational materials we did not order explicitly.
The website’s administrators explicitly reserve the right to take appropriate legal action in the event of distribution of
undesired advertising content in form of e.g. spam.
8. Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a service analysing website statistics offered by Google Inc. (Google Inc., 1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA, 94043, USA). The Google Analytics service uses text files known as cookies,
which are saved on the user’s computer and allow for analysis of the user’s behaviour on the website. The cookie-

generated information concerning behaviour on the website (including the IP address) is uploaded to and saved on
Google’s server in the United States.
If IP anonymisation is activated on the website, Google abbreviates the IP address of the user’s device in member states of
the European Union and states party to the European Economic Area Agreement. Only in special cases, the full IP address is
uploaded to Google’s server in the United States and abbreviated there. Under the request of the website’s administrator,
Google will use this information to analyse the user’s behaviour on the website for purposes of creating website activity
reports and provide other services associated with use of the website and the internet to the administrator. The IP address
obtained from the user’s browser in scope of Google Analytics will not be combined with other Google data.
The user can block cookies from being saved by appropriately configuring the settings of the user’s browser. However,
please note that this may also block certain functions of the website. Furthermore, the user can block the transfer of the
data covering the use of the website (including the user’s IP address) to Google and block Google from processing said data
by downloading and installing the plug-in available at the following address:
http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=pl
9. Facebook plug-in
Our website is equipped with a plug-in to the Facebook social media website (Facebook Inc., 1601 Willow Road, Mento
Park, California, 94025, USA), which is marked with the Facebook logo. This plug-in connects directly to our Facebook
profile and provides Facebook with the opportunity to obtain information concerning the IP address of the connecting user.
If the user visits our website while logged into the user’s Facebook profile, Facebook will register information about the visit
in question.
Please note that Facebook does not provide us with any information concerning the scope of the collected data, the
objective of its processing, or the way it is used. For more information concerning privacy on Facebook, please contact
Facebook directly or read the Facebook privacy policy available at https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy.
10. Changes to our privacy policy
OKECHAMP S.A. reserves the right to modify its privacy policy in order to adapt it to effective provisions of the law. The
current version of the privacy policy is always available on our website.
11. Responsible entity
OKECHAMP S.A.
WESTPOINT BUSINESS CENTRE
ul. Wichrowa 1A, 60-449 Poznań
12. OKECHAMP S.A. Information Security Controller
OKECHAMP S.A.
WESTPOINT BUSINESS CENTRE
ul. Wichrowa 1A, 60-449 Poznań
e-mail: iod@okechamp.pl

